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generic and specific names used in the cata-
logue.
The author adopts some quite radical

changes in the use of names in some of the
groups, some of them doubtless justified by
international rules, but in some cases as a re-
sult of particular interpretation in which he
will probably not be followed by all entomol-
ogists.
One of the cases where a strict adhesion to

his interpretation of the code results in a de-
feat of an author's purpose shows in the re-
tention of HandhirschieUla where the author,
IMontandon, intending to honor the eminent
Dr. llandlirsch dedicated a genus to him. By
a typographical error it appeared first mis-
spelled, but was immediately afterward cor-
rected by the author.

Fortunately, it appears that in a large ma-
jority of cases for our American species, and
so far as this volume carries, the names have
suffered but little in the process and we may
still know most of our species by the names
which have been familiar for the past quarter
century.
One must recognize the immense labor in-

volved in the making of such a catalegue and
even if unwilling to accept all the changes of
form admire the persistence that has enabled
the author to bring out so full a work. It is
especially unfortunate that the death of the
gifted author should interrupt the unfinished
parts, and it is sincerely to be hoped that some
one equally well equipped may be found to
carry it to completion.
The make up of the volume is excellent and

so far as my examination has disclosed it is
very commendably free from typographical
errors, a point which is perhaps more remark-
able when we understand that printer and an-
thor were at such distance from each other as
Berlin and Honolulu.
Excepting the omission of locality reference

for Amaurochrous cinctipes Say (a common
American species) no serious omission has
been noticed.
The inclusion of a number of tabular sum-

maries of distribution is very serviceable in
showing at a glance the habitat of each group.

Another good feature is the inclusion of fossil
as well as living species.

HERBERT OSBORN

A Synonymic Catalogue of Orthoptera. By
W. F. KIRBY. London, 8vo. Vol. I. (1904).
(Nonsaltatorial forms), x-+ 501 pages; Vol.
II. (1906). (Saltatorial forms, Part I.,
Achetida- and Phasgonuride), viii + 562
pages; Vol. III. (1910). (Saltatorial forms,
Part II., Locustidie or Acridiidae), vii ±
674 pages.
The third and last volume of this general

catalogue appeared some weeks ago. The
three volumes comprise one of the most com-
plete catalogues of an entire order of insects
ever published and no catalogue of the Orthop-
tera covers the entire field as does this one.
The three volumes, aggregating nearly 1,800
pages, represent an enormous amount of bib-
liographical research, and during their prepa-
ration the author went critically over the en-
tire field, correcting nomenclature, revising
many genera and rectifying synonymy. The
resulting catalogue is a model of its kind.
The number of genera entered, not including
synonyms, are as follows, given by families as
used in the catalogue:

Forficulidae ....... 52 Phasmidew....... 195
Hemimerida ..... 1 Phasgonuridse ... . 689
Blattida. ....... 197 Locustidw ....... 826
Mantidse ........ 209 Achetidw ........ 154

Total ............................ 2,323

Some additions are entered in the appendix
to Volume III., and since the catalogue was
published many genera have been established,
especially in the Phasmidc. There are now
nearly or quite 2,500 genera in use in the en-
tire order.
While little but favorable comment can be

passed upon this valuable catalogue it still
contains, in the opinion of the reviewer, a few
more or less serious faults. The first of these
in importance is the method of geneotype
citation, which is done by referring to the
number under which the type species occurs
under the genus. Two features about this
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method are bad: (1) One can not tell in many
cases if it is the valid species under the num-
ber cited which is the type or if it is one of
often several synonyms entered under that
number. (2) Clerical error is almost inevit-
able when this method is employed in a large
catalogue like the one now under review.
Thus in a goodly number of cases the geneo-
type cited by Mlr. Kirby is obviously wrong,
often being a species but recently described or
not one originally included. Such errors are
evidently due to adding a species to the genus,
or taking one away, after citing the type. Anu
indication of the method by which the geneo-
type was determined in each case would have
been a valuable addition to the catalogue.
The differentiation of actual species in

synonymy from mere misidentifications would
have materially enhanced the value of the
catalogue. The use of a " f " to distinguish
misidentifications is a method to be com-
mended.

Relative to the general construction of the
catalogue it seems that the author is prone
to recognize as valid too many genera and
species, as well as subfamilies, being rather
over conservative as to the suppression of
names. Here and there, also, occur nomen-
clatorial matters about which not all will
agree. Thus the choosing of Achetid&e for
the Gryllidae and Phasgonuridte, rather than
TettigonidS, for the long-horned grasshop-
pers are actions seemingly unjustified.
The omission of genera and species from

this catalogue, while aggregating quite a
goodly number, are not many when the vast
field covered by it is considered. No cata-
logue of even a tithe the volume of this one
is free from errors and omissions and thus
the leaving out of a few genera and species
is not a matter deserving adverse criticism.
As a whole these three volumes form a credit-
able and lasting monument to their eminent
author.
The undersigned has critically reviewed

those portions of the first two volumes per-
taining to the United States forms.1 It is his

1Proo. Ent. Soc. Wash., Vol. VII., pp. 84-88,
1905; Can. Ent., Vol. XL., pp. 287-292, 1907.

intention to review this third volume in a like
manner in the near future.

A. N. CAUDELL
U. S. NATIONAL JV1TJSEUM

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS AND ARTICLES
BEGINNING in Tanuary next there will be

published bimonthly a Journal of Animal Be-
havior and at irregular intervals an Animal
Behavior Monograph Series. The journal
will accept for publication field studies of the
habits, instincts, social relations, etc., of ani-
mals, as well as laboratory studies of animal
behavior or animal psychology. It is hoped
that the organ may serve to bring into more
sympathetic and mutually helpful relations
the " natuiralists " and the " experimentalists"
of America, that it may encourage the publi-
cation of many carefully made naturalistic
observations which at present are not pub-
lished, and that it may present to a wide circle
of nature-loving readers accurate accounts of
the lives of animals.
Reviews of especially important contribu-

tions within its field will be published as they
are prepared, and, in addition, a number es-
pecially devoted to reviews, digests, and a
bibliography of the contributions to animal
behavior and animal psychology for the year
will be published annually.
The journal is under the editorial direction

and management of:
I. Madison Bentley, assistant professor of psy-

chology, Cornell University.
Harvey A. Carr, assistant professor of psychology,
The University of Chicago.

Samuel J. Holmes, assistant professor of zoology,
The University of Wisconsin.

Herbert S. Jennings, professor of experimental
zoology, The Johns Hopkins University.

Edward L. Thorndike, professor of educational
psychology, The Teachers College of Columbia
University.

Margaret F. Washburn, professor of psychology,
Vassar College.

John B. WaVtson, professor of experimental and
comparative psychology, The Johns Hopkins
University.

William M. Wheeler, professor of economic ento-
mology, Harvard University.
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